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The underground pa*sage is spacious though and has been ventilated by the White Cemetery. 

There is no lack of oxygen. 

But with nearly 10,000 people walking through them, the whole environment is somewhat depressing. 

It was two o’clock in the morning. 

The long procession came to the end of the pa*sage. 

“My lords, this is where we are now.” 

One of the inverted masters from the White Cemetery pointed at the map while explaining to Lin Mo 

and the others. 

It had to be said that the ghostly old man did have a few skills. 

The end of the pa*sage was at the northwest corner of the enemy’s gun armoury. 

It happened to be the only dead end of surveillance in the entire gun magazine. 

“Later we will open the upper earth with minimal movement, I’ll leave the back to you.” 

Waiting for Lin Mo’s willing head. 

The inverted master nodded to the men behind him. 

In the next second, several people began to methodically start throwing away the earth above them. 

In less than three minutes’ time. 

The entire pa*sage was completely opened up. 

Ma Bond took the lead and drilled straight out. 

After confirming that there was no danger outside, he began to greet his men. 

At that moment, the gun store’s tightly guarded staff were still keeping a close watch on the movements 

outside. 

There was no way of knowing that someone had already felt his way inside. 

The entrance to the pa*sage. 

As more and more people came up. 

The narrow dead end also began to become crowded. 

Just as the crowd was coming out one by one, Ma Bond’s face paled violently. 



He made a silent gesture. 

Everyone froze in their tracks. 

At that moment, not far away, two soldiers were coming this way. 

“Brother, this is where I just heard the commotion!” 

“Let’s go over together and take a look!” 

At these words, those within the four corners immediately held their breath. 

If these two had gone a dozen steps further, they would have found them. 

Even if Mabundu made a move and took them down, the guards watching each other would be the first 

to spot them. 

At that time, it would be the countless machine guns that Ma Bond’s group would be facing. 

The two men were getting closer and closer. 

Ma Bond’s heart was about to leap out of his chest. 

Just as one of the guards was about to walk around the corner and meet them head-on. 

An angry shout suddenly came from the distance. 

“What are you two boys doing?” 

“Captain, we think we just heard a commotion over here!” 

“f*ck you, are you trying to be lazy again? Hurry up and go back to the patrol!” 

At these words, the guard withdrew his foot and left with his companions, resentful. 

Phew! 

Seeing such a situation, the crowd could not help but let out a deep sigh of relief. 

They were so close to dying here, and their entire battle plan would have collapsed. 

It was so close! 

Even the nervous Ma Bangde couldn’t help patting his chest. 

At that moment, a human face suddenly appeared in front of him. 

At this moment, it was the inspection captain who had just shouted. 

Ma Bangde’s eyes widened and his face turned pale. 

It was over! 

He had still been discovered! 

For a moment, his heart went straight to death. 



However, just as he was about to slash and slash the other party to death. 

Lin Mo instantly arrived in front of him and grabbed Ma Bangde’s wrist with one hand. 

One hand was placed against the incoming man’s body. 

In the next second, that captain actually seemed to be blind. 

Stunned, he looked straight in front of him. 

“What the hell, there’s nothing there, this amount of a*sholes is just trying to be lazy.” 

After cursing and swearing, the captain turned around and left the place directly. 

That demeanor could not be faked, it was indeed as if he was blind and could not see Ma Bonder and his 

group at all. 

“Er ……” 

“Mr. Lin, how did you how did you do that?” 

With a simple lift of his hand, the other party had surprisingly gone blind straight away like that. 

“Psychedelic powder! Do you want to try it?” 

Lin Mo took out a small porcelain bottle from his pocket and placed it in his palm. 
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Ma Bond looked at the small porcelain vase in front of him and shook his head repeatedly. 

Hastily, he changed the subject. 

“The men have come up almost there!” 

“Sl*tty old b*tch, you bring someone with you to go there with me and take this warehouse first.” 

Black Rose couldn’t help but blush grimly when she heard the harsh epithet. 

But at this critical moment, she just glared at Ma Bonder. 

With that, she ordered a few good men to start checking the firearms. 

After the crowd had finished preparing. 

Ma Bond took a deep breath. 

“Black Garden pussies, the lives of the old man and his brothers are in your hands.” 

“Keep your eyes peeled,” 

He nodded towards the group of swordsmen behind him, after a b*tchy admonition. 

“Give me a charge!” 



The words fell. 

Ma Bangde leaned over and charged out with one healthy step. 

The group of swordsmen followed suit. 

And at the first moment when Ma Bond showed himself, the soldiers from the local watch spotted him. 

“Someone’s attacking the warehouse!” 

Clang! Clang! Clang! 

The ear-piercing crashing bell’s carried throughout the gun storehouse. 

“Enemy attack, enemy attack!” 

It was two o’clock in the morning. 

Most of the soldiers on guard had already fallen asleep, and after hearing the bell, countless soldiers lay 

awake in shock. 

And as they got up and prepared their guns, plus rushed to the scene. 

Mabond had already led a rush towards the nearest gun store. 

In front of him, several guards saw the situation and immediately raised their rifles in their hands. 

There was an intense burst of gunfire. 

In all directions, countless bullets poured in! 

There was no cover available in the open field. 

Faced with the fierce vigour of the enemy, the group of swordsmen could only raise the large swords in 

their hands and use them as shields. 

Only this was only a hope to quench their thirst after all. 

Poof, poof, poof! 

Only halfway through the journey, Mabond found dozens of swordsmen on the ground. 

“Black Rose pussies, we’re all going to die if we don’t do something.” 

The words were barely out of his mouth. 

The sound of gunfire was already coming from the dead center of surveillance behind him. 

High above. 

Black Rose had already set up her rifle. 

As she didn’t pull the trigger once, not a single person would fall in front of her. 

As for below, behind the bunker, the Black Garden women were also point blank killing at this time. 



In less than ten seconds, the pressure on Ma Bangde’s side was instantly reduced by half. 

With the strength of a half-step Grandmaster, his reaction was naturally several times faster than that of 

his men. 

With a twist of his blade, he held it across his front. 

Ding, ding, ding! 

Sparks flew up in all directions. 

While deflecting the bullets. 

He also rushed to the warehouse door unharmed. 

“Give me death!” 

With a roar, the biting blade whistled out. 

The guards in front of him didn’t even have time to react before they were already lazily cut off. 

The sword’s aura had not diminished. 

After the decapitation, it coaxed down the warehouse door directly. 

“Brothers, charge in for me.” 

With a single order, hundreds of swordsmen penetrated and entered. 

As for the guards inside the warehouse, they were directly chopped into mud by the chaotic swords 

before they could fire. 

On the other side. 

Black Rose watched as Ma Bonder had taken the warehouse. 

She immediately made arrangements. 

Under the cover of the crowd, a small group of Black Garden members, slowly felt their way over. 

After arriving at the warehouse. 

The guns in the hands of the women had almost all been shot empty. 

And at this time, the role of the gun warehouse came into full play. 

The women just took one look at the warehouse and their eyes instantly lit up. 

The Lawrence family’s equipment was far more advanced than theirs in the three districts. 

Just one warehouse. 

Rifles, grenades, rocket launchers and so on, all kinds of heavy weapons, a wide array. 

“Wealthy! Wealthy!” 



“Hahahaha, sisters hurry up and change their equipment!” 

Like hungry wolves entering a sheep pen at the same time. 

The various firearms on the shelves, which were still neat and tidy, had disappeared in less than three to 

five seconds. 

All of them were hung on the bodies of the women of the Black Garden. 

At the side, a kind of Han of the Knife Sect looked dumbfounded. 

This was too ferocious! 
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The bell rang sharply. 

The heavy troops guarding the gun stores arrived on the scene at that moment. 

The general at the head, Joe Wood, looked angrily at Jue. 

“You tell me where this group of people came from?” 

The gun storehouse guarded by 100,000 men had been touched to the rear. 

This was no longer something that could be described as dereliction of duty. 

It was not even an overstatement to say that they had defected to the enemy. 

The group of big-bellied subordinates beside him could only look at their toes in the face of questioning 

at this moment. 

They simply did not dare to meet Qiao Mu’s eyes. 

After all, no one present knew how this group of people in the place had appeared. 

Qiao Mu looked at them with their heads bowed in disbelief and was furious. 

“What are you still staring at? Hurry up and get them all those.” 

Right now, if we couldn’t destroy all the people who had come. 

He, Qiao Mu, designated that his head would not be saved. 

As soon as the words fell, the crowd woke up and immediately sent their men up to surround them. 

At one time, more than 60,000 people with rifles were in a half-moon shape, advancing in great strides. 

The Black Garden side had the cover of their companions. 

Plus the time wasted by the opposing crowds in the process of mobilising their troops. 

At this moment they had already taken three gun depots. 



All the members had also arrived at the warehouses. 

“Sisters, it’s time to take credit!” 

In the face of enemies many times her own, Black Rose was fearless and her face was filled with 

excitement. 

A command was given. 

Gunfire erupted …… 

The tree tops in the distance. 

Lin Mo watched all this quietly! 

His expression was serious to the extreme. 

After coming into contact with the ghostly man, he had purposely started monitoring the surroundings. 

Once the Six Senses Tong Shen opened. 

There was indeed an aura all around if there was one. 

Along with it was a strong feeling of being watched. 

“Disciple, wait for me where you are and conceal yourself!” 

“My master will go and meet this group of people.” 

As the words fell, Lin Mo directly disappeared. 

Lin Wu Hate in situ didn’t ask many questions, and after taking a few steps back, he completely hid his 

figure into the dense leaves of the trees. 

With a peculiar system beside her body. 

As long as she did not appear in the sight of people. 

Even if she was a master of the clan, she would not be able to sense where she was. 

On the other side. 

In the clear lake, the moon is reflected. 

As the calm surface of the lake rippled. 

Lin Mo had arrived here alone. 

“You all have been staring at me, it’s been hard work.” 

“Why don’t you come out and have a chat!” 

The voice echoed around. 

There was still no response for a long time. 



The dense chirping of insects made the whole environment even quieter. 

But Lin Mo, through his six senses, knew that there were people lurking around, and quite a few of 

them. 

“If no one comes out, I may have to go!” 

After muttering to himself, Lin Mo made a move to start and leave. 

Just at that moment. 

The lake beneath his feet suddenly began to change. 

Four water droplets rose to the sky. 

An old man with a godly appearance and a walking stick slowly stepped out from the pillar of water and 

appeared in front of him. 

“Little brother Lin Mo, I’ve heard a lot about you.” 

The old man greeted with an amiable smile. 

The corners of Lin Mo’s mouth slightly curled when he saw the visitor. 

Finally, someone couldn’t resist. 

Although he didn’t know what the purpose of these Patriarchs had been spying on him was. 

But in order to ensure the safety of Black Rose, Ma Bangde and the others. 

Lin Mo then decided to lure this group out. 

In this way, even if they fought, it would only affect the others. 

With this in mind, Lin Mo clasped his fist in his hand and returned the salute. 

“Thank you.” 

After a simple polite sentence, Lin Mo went straight to the point. 

“I wonder, old man, what is it that you are looking for the junior?” 

The old man smiled faintly. 

The walking stick in his hand gently nudged the surface of the lake. 

The watery mist around him rose to the sky. 

After converging into a semi-circle, it completely enveloped the two people on the lake. 

Only after all this last night did the old man slowly speak. 

“Young descendant, the old man can only ask, where is the place where your Sea Wolf King’s original 

body is hidden?” 

At these words, Lin Mo suddenly furrowed his brow. 
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Beneath a bright moon. 

A bowl-shaped curtain of water stood tightly above the surface of the lake. 

Within it, Lin Mo looked at the old man in front of him with a slight dip in his heart and was puzzled. 

Could it be that the formation he had set up on top of the crystal skull to track it had not been 

discovered? 

With such doubts. 

Lin Mo asked rhetorically, “Old man, it seems that junior doesn’t quite understand what you mean.” 

The old man on the other side still wore his trademark smile. 

It was just that there was a little more mischief in his expression. 

“Little junior, the most important thing in being a man is honesty!” 

“I, the old man, am rather impatient and grumpy.” 

“It’s not easy for you to come to cultivate to Zongshi at this young age, is it not?” 

In the seemingly unperturbed tone, it was actually filled with the meaning of coming threats. 

Lin Mo a*sisted the hilt of his Tai Ah sword with one hand and slightly turned his body sideways. 

“Coincidentally enough, I’m not one to be inquisitive either.” 

“If you old man has something on your mind, just state it directly!” 

To make a move, he was not vain. 

It was just that the whole thing in front of him was unexplained. 

There should always be a reason to make a move. 

When the old man saw that Lin Mo’s face did not seem like he was faking, his face calmed down to a 

few points. 

“Rumour has it that you and the Seven Deadly Sins have entered into a collaboration.” 

“Not only do you know where that Sea Wolf King’s original intent is, but you also know exactly how to 

transfer the Crystal Skull.” 

“Young descendant, you can understand if I say so!” 

As soon as the echo fell, the old man stared intently at Lin Mo, as if he wanted to see something from 

his expression. 

The explanation was just to try to block Lin Mo’s words. 



By this moment, Lin Mo understood something in general. 

It seemed that Ji Dutuo had dug a big hole for himself! 

No wonder, that day when he had refused in words, Ji Dutuo was unmoved. 

So it was here waiting for me! 

“Old man, if I say that it was all a trap.” 

“Would you believe it?” 

Lin Mo also knew that any further explanation he could give would be pale in comparison. 

From the moment he walked out of Lawrence Castle unharmed, he had already fallen into Ji Duto’s trap. 

The Seven Deadly Sins were out for life and careful. 

In the depths of such a sea of blood, Lin Mo had been safe and sound for far too long. 

As expected, the old man’s face once again turned ugly after hearing Lin Mo’s reply. 

“Are you teasing an old man like me?” 

“Young man, you’re playing with fire!” 

After the old man finished speaking, the walking stick in his hand once again fell. 

In the next second, the lake was boiling as if it had boiled over. 

“I’ll give you one more chance, to say or not to say.” 

At this moment, the old man had lost his patience and completely ripped his face off. 

The original version of the gentle old man instantly became wildly violent. 

The sudden gust of wind was so strong that it blew Lin Mo’s coat corners with a swishing sound. 

“Old man, I’ve already said that I didn’t know.” 

Scuff! 

Before the words left his mouth, Tai Ah had already sheathed his sword. 

Understanding the reason behind it clearly, Lin Mo did not intend to hold back his hand. 

To fight! 

Then let’s fight! 

Above the boiling lake, two adult arm-thick water snakes slowly coalesced. 

As the old man pointed his cane. 

Like arrows leaving a bow at the same time, the two heavenly waters only lunged out. 



The fangs that glowed with cold light were like two sharp swords, stabbing viciously towards Lin Mo’s 

neck. 

This kind of tentative attack was naturally not in Lin Mo’s eyes. 

With a flick of Tai Ah’s hand, the two water snakes instantly split in two, turning into a pool of stagnant 

water. 

“Rather, you have some strength!” 

The old man slowly narrowed his eyes. 

“It is not easy for young people to cultivate, as long as you tell me what you know about yourself.” 

“I can guarantee that you will leave unharmed.” 

Clearly the old man had absolute confidence in his own strength. 

And he didn’t want to kill Lin Mo, he purely just wanted to know the method to transfer the Crystal 

Skull. 
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Within the water curtain. 

The old man had already attacked for more than ten rounds, and the various foreign beasts that the lake 

water had transformed into, attacked towards Lin Mo one after another. 

It was just that such means could not cause any damage to Lin Mo at all. 

“Old man, it’s going to be dawn if we keep fighting like this.” 

Lin Mo said mockingly. 

The old man nodded slightly, as if he was agreeing with Lin Mo’s statement. 

It was almost time for the petty trial to end. 

In a flash! 

The old man’s aura shook. 

The lake water behind him surged, and under his control, a water dragon about ten metres long took 

shape. 

Although it was still a water-formed creature, the aura of the water dragon had changed drastically. 

Compared to those water-shaped beasts from before, it was not of the same order of magnitude at all. 

There even seemed to be the sound of a dragon’s roar coming from the faintest of sources. 

“The Art of Water Dragon Strangulation!” 



Under the command of the old man’s walking stick, the 

The water dragon came straight at him with the aura of a mountain pulling down the sea. 

Faced with such an attack, Lin Mo’s expression also finally became serious. 

Sword Transient! 

The invisible sword qi whistled out and cut straight into the dragon’s head. 

Peng! 

The violent collision directly pushed away the lake water beneath Lin Mo’s feet. 

A vacuum was formed between the two, and one could even see the mud at the bottom of the lake. 

In an instant. 

The water dragon dissipated and the water droplets fell straight down. 

Along with this, the biting sword also dissipated. 

In this round of attack, the two sides fought to a draw. 

At this moment, Lin Mo suddenly remembered an acquaintance. 

Nangong Jingliu! 

The old man’s attacking methods were extremely similar to Nangong Jingliu’s. He was also a sect master 

who fought in the water. 

Only the strength was far different. 

If he was facing Nangong Jingliu, the King of the Eastern Sea, Lin Mo thought that he would never be 

able to take this move so easily. 

Moreover, Xue Wu had also objectively evaluated Nangong Jingliu. 

If you look around the world, there are only five masters at most who can fight with him on the sea. 

In the mountains of the sea, Nangong Jingliu was nearly invincible. 

As for the old man in front of him, he was clearly more than a star and a half behind. 

When he swung the water dragon, Lin Mo didn’t even use his full strength. 

“Old man, are there any other moves!” 

Lin Mo asked with a slight mockery as he swung all the water droplets on the body of his Tai Ah Sword. 

When the old man heard this, his eyebrows knitted together. 

He himself seemed to have underestimated this young patriarch. 

Although he hadn’t used his full strength either. 



But that strike of the Water Dragon Strangling Technique just now, it was simply impossible for an 

ordinary Patriarch to take it so easily. 

Thinking of this, the old man put away his cane and instantly reverted to the harmless appearance he 

had before. 

“Younger junior, let’s put this matter to rest for now!” 

Right now there were other patriarchs lurking around. 

With the uncertainty of Lin Mo’s true strength. 

The old man chose to stop there. 

The cane once again clicked on the surface of the lake, and the curtain of water in the sky retracted 

rapidly. 

Within a short while, the surface of the lake once again returned to calm. 

Lin Mo naturally understood the principle of a snipe and a clam fighting for a fisherman’s profit. 

Since the other party did not intend to fight to the death, he did not want to be unforgiving either. 

“Then I will do as the old man says!” 

As the words fell, Tai Ah returned to its sheath. 

After a simple exchange of blows. 

Neither side was completely sure that they would be able to take each other down unharmed. 

They both tacitly chose to stop. 

The result was harmless to both of them. 

It was just a test. 

But the patriarchs lurking behind the scenes were greatly disappointed. 

In their expectations, the best outcome would have been a lose-lose situation. 

The best outcome would be a defeat for both sides, a reduction in the number of contenders and a 

chance to take down Lin Mo. 

But the two men were unharmed, and the other pontiffs around them were purely stupid. 

Everyone had scruples and did not dare to make a move. 

After all, no one was willing to be the one, the mantis that caught the cicada. 
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A stunning clash of clan masters that should have been. 



The two sides nailed it and the exchange of blows came to an end. 

The old man glanced at Lin Mo with a smile, “Young man, we will meet again.” 

“I hope that the next time I see you, you will still be alive.” 

After the old man left behind a sentence with deep meaning, his toes tapped the surface of the water. 

A few leaps later, he disappeared into the busy night. 

Not long after. 

Lin Mo once again opened his Six Senses of Heaven technique. 

There was silence all around! 

Those Patriarchs who had been lurking in the shadows also disappeared together. 

In this way, Lin Mo did not intend to stay long. 

It was enough to meet the other side, show off his muscles, and tell those sect masters that he wasn’t 

easy to mess with either. 

That would be enough! 

It was also good to be able to reduce a bit of trouble. 

By the time Lin Mo returned to the gun warehouse again, the battle here was still hot. 

Countless bullets were weaving back and forth like rain. 

Lin Wu Huan had already become numb to such a scene. 

When she saw Lin Mo return, she tugged at the former’s coat. 

“Master, how boring!” 

Big watery eyes paired with this pitiful tone. 

Lin Mo actually heard a hint of petulance in it. 

This was a good thing. 

It meant that Lin Wu Hate’s closed heart was slowly being opened. 

“It’s almost time to end it!” 

Lin Mo raised his head to look at the distant night sky. 

The battle here had been happening for so long, Lawrence’s main army must have received the 

information as well. 

If they delayed any longer, the other side would delay until the support arrived. 

Black Rose and the others would be in danger. 



“The enemy’s reinforcements may be arriving soon, seize the time and prepare to retreat!” 

When Lin Mo’s voice reached the ears of the people on his side. 

Black Rose immediately made layout arrangements. 

“Sisters, don’t get attached to the battle, pack up your things cleanly! Take as many firearms as you 

can.” 

“Big Sister, what about those that can’t be taken away?” 

The corner of Black Rose’s mouth hooked up, “Give them all that can’t be taken away to blow up!” 

That was the order! 

The bored Ma Bangde also snapped to his feet. 

This was a job he loved! 

This kind of gun station, he and his men, the group of swordsmen, were completely out of the loop. 

And they had tried to use firearms. 

However this group of swordsmen who used knives as their companions were either masters of the 

stroke or dupes. 

Even if they couldn’t hit the enemy, they almost hurt their own people. 

That would have hurt their pride! 

Ma Bangde simply took his men with him and crouched in the corner to watch the show. 

Right now Lin Mo had given the order and used himself to have a use for it. 

“Pussies, right get out of my way.” 

A loud growl, more or less tinged with human enmity. 

At the sound of the words, Ma Bond arrived at the rear of the warehouse, dragging a large blade two 

palms wide. 

It was accompanied by a flash of the blade. 

The rear wall of this warehouse was directly blasted with a tower. 

“Hurry up, lord I don’t have time to take care of you pussies.” 

Black Garden’s adjutant, his face instantly pulled down. 

The repeated belittling and provocations had enraged him completely. 

“Hmph, I’m sorry to bother Godfather Ma for his efforts, but if we use explosives, we can also blow up 

this place.” 

“You think I’m meddling?” Ma Bangde asked with a dark scowl. 



“Or what, you think we can’t live without you?” 

Ma Bond laughed coldly, “Hmph, smug woman!” 

“All right! Shut up!” 

Just as the adjutant was about to continue arguing with Maband, Black Rose suddenly interjected and 

scolded. 

“Don’t even look, what is this place, and you have the heart to start infighting here!” 

“Hurry up and take the sisters out!” 

Black Rose spoke up, and the adjutant didn’t dare to say anything more. 

She gave Ma Bangde a fierce glare before she began to organise the others and prepare to evacuate. 
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Naturally the actions of the Black Rose and the horse gang were spotted by the guards on Laurence’s 

side. 

“They’re trying to escape, stop them for me!” 

Jomu’s face paled and he urged anxiously. 

“Our reinforcements are on their way!” 

The order came out. 

The guards immediately stepped up their firepower. 

For a moment, the pressure on the Black Garden crowd instantly increased. 

Although Black Rose’s marksmanship was extremely accurate, every time she pulled the trigger, one of 

the opponents would fall down. 

But the other side had tens of thousands of enemies. 

Such a point-blank kill was a drop in the bucket. 

As the enemy rushed forward, Black Rose could only retreat to her sniper point. 

At the same time, she anxiously urged. 

“Retreat, hurry up and speed up!” 

With a tense retreat, everyone flew away from this warehouse. 

In the end, only Ma Bangde and a few other swordsmen remained. 

“Sl*tty old b*tch!” 

Hearing the angry roar, Black Rose took two high explosive grenades directly from her waist. 



Once the safety pins were pulled, they were thrown directly towards towards behind them. 

Ma Bonder saw the two high explosive grenades that were about to detonate flying towards him. 

He did not react! 

Instead, a cruel smile came out of the corner of his mouth. 

“Dogs, your grandpa Ma, the reward for you!” 

As the words fell to the ground, he lifted the large knife in his hand. 

Without saying a word, he slapped it hard towards the proverbial air. 

After the two grenades were smashed by the back of the knife, they flew out of the warehouse in an 

instant, just like bullets. 

Outside the warehouse! 

The guards who were more than twenty metres away from each other were, at this moment, looking at 

the two black balls flying towards them. 

His face instantly changed drastically. 

“Crap, grenades, hurry up and lie down ……” 

Before the word “reverse” could be uttered, the grenade had already exploded. 

The steel balls contained within them shot up in the sky! 

Under the splash of blood, the screams of misery continued. 

“Yes!” 

Ma Bangde had been holding back for so long, but he had finally struck back for once. 

His heart was inexpressibly happy. 

At this moment, several other swordsmen inside the warehouse had also finished their work at hand. 

“Godfather, we have pressed the stuff!” 

“We’ll treat them to a big wave later!” 

Several people glanced at each other and revealed knowing smiles. 

“Withdraw!” 

With an order from Ma Bangde, the entire warehouse was evacuated. 

At the same time, the swordsmen from several other warehouses, as well as the Black Garden women, 

also fled quickly under the cover of their companions. 

By the time the Lawrence family guards arrived, the warehouses were empty. 

“General Jomu, they’ve finished escaping!” 



Jomu took one look at the huge gaping hole in the wall and the empty warehouse, and his anger grew. 

This was the place where all the guns had been gathered. 

There were twenty warehouses in all! 

But now, after a wave of baptism, there were only fifteen left. 

What was the difference between this and capitalising on the enemy. 

Thinking about this, Qiao Mu only felt a chill in his back. 

“D*mn it, so what are we still standing around for?” 

“If these b*****ds get away, we’ll all be buried with them!” 

Under the hissing of the guards, they were also scared to the point of shivering in colour. 

“Yes, I’ll send someone after them on my doorstep.” 

Just as the man turned to leave, Qiao Mu’s face instantly changed drastically. 

Through the gap, he saw the numbers that kept jumping in the iron cabinet. 

There was a time bomb! 

With such a discovery, Qiao Mu’s three souls and seven spirits were all sent flying out of his body in fear. 

He didn’t dare to hesitate, and didn’t even have time to warn the others. 

He turned around and ran away from the place. 

At this moment, the timer on the bomb had also dropped to zero. 

Boom! 

A deafening explosion burst into flames. 

The guards in the warehouse who had not had time to escape had not reacted and could only watch as 

the horrific fire engulfed them. 

As for the warehouse itself, it was instantly torn apart. 

The building fragments alone took the lives of no less than a hundred people. 
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A shaking of the ground followed. 

Jomu got up from the ground upside down. 

Although he could not see it, he himself knew clearly that his back had been blown up. 

Turning around, he looked at the scene of the explosion. 



As the five warehouses exploded one after another, all those around them were killed. 

Some were pierced by the building debris that erupted. 

Some were burnt to ashes. 

In an instant, countless deaths occurred. 

In the air, the smell of blood, gunpowder and roasted meat was mixed. 

The wailing sounds that rose and fell all around were even more frightening. 

The armoury, which was still heavily equipped with firepower, had now been transformed into a hell on 

earth. 

The rubble from the explosion also blocked the path of his men’s pursuit. 

Looking at all this, Qiao Mu’s heart felt like death. 

It was over! It was all over! 

At that very moment, Lawrence’s reinforcements finally arrived. 

Seeing the scene before him, one of the half-step Patriarchs at the head of the group, Hector, was 

stunned. 

The first time he saw the news, he rushed to this place with two Half-step Patriarchs. 

What he did not expect to see was such a tragic scene of explosion. 

“What’s going on here?” 

By the time he finished asking, no one in front of him could even answer him. 

Hector glanced at Qiao Mu, who was kneeling on the ground, and twisted his brow. 

“Punk, I ask you, what’s going on here?” 

“How did the hall of 100,000 people guarding the gun store become like this!” 

He said with a kick, directly kicking Qiao Mu to the ground. 

“My lord, we’ve been attacked!” 

“Where did they people go?” 

With Qiao Mu soulfully pointing in one direction. 

The three Half-step Patriarchs, with a few leaps and bounds, directly crossed the ruins. 

They disappeared into thin air! 

At this moment. 

Black Rose and the others, however, were already satisfied and began to arrange for their men to return 

to the underground pa*sage in an orderly manner. 



Almost all the members of Black Garden had all kinds of gun supplies hanging from their bodies. 

Even the swordsmen at the back had rifles hanging from them to a greater or lesser extent. 

This wave of attacks was a great harvest. 

Not only did they wipe out over 10,000 local gun units, but they also ransacked three of their gun 

depots. 

With this supply, Black Garden could also play a greater role in the war later on. 

Death Island was not like other places where supplies were plentiful. 

In terms of firearms alone, the entire District 2 could only equip 80,000 men with firearms armament. 

With this and the other, the originally disparate gun combat troops had now been brought a huge step 

closer. 

However, just as Black Rose was preparing to withdraw with joy. 

There was a sudden commotion from behind them. 

“Dog thief, where are you running?” 

The crowd turned their heads to look, and directly three figures swept through the ruins and chased 

them directly in front of them. 

However, from the aura of the opponents, they could tell that these three were half-step Zong Shi 

experts. 

For a moment, the entire team could not help but tense up. 

On their side, there were only two half-step Zong Shi, Ma Bangde and Director Qiu. 

In addition, there was a Lin Mo who could not fight. 

With two against three, the gap was not large but not small either. 

Compared to the nervousness of his men, Director Qiu was a little excited instead. 

“Old Ma, I’ll deal with two, you deal with one!” 

“Is there a problem?” 

The corners of Ma Bangde’s mouth tilted, his face full of defiance. 

“On what basis?” 

Director Qiu smiled faintly, “On the basis that I’m better than you!” 

“Cut it out, who knows until you’ve had a go at it?” Ma Bangde disliked back unconvincingly. 

A great enemy was at hand, yet the two of them were arguing. 

This made Hector’s anger flare up, the two men who were arguing had no regard for themselves! 



“Get rid of them!” 

With a soft shout, the three were about to make their move. 

But then they saw a young figure slowly walking out from the crowd. 

“Not bad talent, if you’re lucky, you still have a chance of stepping through the sect master!” 
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In the face of this sudden boast. 

Hector, as well as the other two two Patriarchs, looked at each other. 

Each saw incomprehension in the red of the other’s eyes. 

“Who is this little brat again?” 

Although they were given a compliment by the young man in front of them, there was no joy in their 

hearts before. 

On the contrary, that old-fashioned certain look made Hector extremely irritated. 

“What are you?” 

Hector asked with a frown without. 

“I’m your …….” 

Between reflexes, the word dad almost came out of Lin Mo’s mouth. 

Luckily, he reacted quickly enough to reel it in. 

“What I am is not important!” 

Said Lin Mo with his hands behind his back and his jaw slightly upturned. 

“What is important is that you are still young and have good talent, it is not easy to cultivate to this 

level.” 

An inexplicable statement, the whole of which blinded Het. 

“What do you mean?” 

Lin Mo smashed his mouth, his face taking on more than a little bit of a tedious look. 

Not long ago he had been taught this by the old man with the cane and felt pushed to do so. 

Right now, after trying it once, he found that he didn’t have that taste at all. 

Could it be that he was not old enough? 

Thinking about this, Lin Mo shook his head and began to reply to the other party. 



“It’s nothing!” 

“What I mean is that after all this hard cultivation, there’s clearly a chance to break through to Zongshi.” 

“It would be a shame to be killed here!” 

Hector: “……” 

I’ve been asking for most of the day, and this is what you’re f*cking telling me. 

At this moment, Hector just felt he was being played. 

“Kid, give me death!” 

Seeing that the other party was about to rush over. 

Lin Mo hurriedly gave up his position. 

“Old Ma, Old Qiu, get rid of them!” 

“Alright!” 

Accompanied by an excited yes sound. 

The two figures behind Lin Mo fiercely scurried out. 

On the side, Lin Wu Hate’s hands also glowed with a pitch-black light. 

Her eyes were narrowed and her gaze was filled with battle intent. 

However, just as she was about to rush up and join the battle as well. 

A large hand behind her directly stopped her back. 

“Why are you going?” 

Lin Mo looked at his disciple speechlessly. 

That was a half-step sect master battle. 

Even if this precious disciple of his own had a high level of talent and understanding. 

He had only cultivated for less than half a month. 

How dare he want to fight a Half-step Grandmaster! 

Are you drifting? 

Lin Wu Hate twisted his head to look at Lin Mo, and then at the half-step Patriarch who was about to 

fight. 

Buzzing back, he said. 

“They dare to disrespect Master, I’ll get them killed!” 

Er …… 



Lin Mo’s resistance to this disciple’s filial piety was almost nil. 

“Good disciple, not so much!” 

“The most important thing for you now is to cultivate well, wait until you are strong in the future!” 

“Protect me well at that time!” 

Lin Mo did not expect that this was originally just a joke. 

But in the future, it had become true. 

When he was on the verge of death, it was Lin Wu Hate who came out strong and killed him! 

To save the building from falling. 

Of course, this was all an afterthought. 

Right now the sight returned to the battle of the Half-step Patriarchs. 

With the agility of the Ghost Shadow Step, Director Qiu was several lengths ahead of the Ma Bonder 

chain. 

Both sides approached. 

Director Qiu raised his hand and slapped a vicious palm at Hector’s door. 

“A small skill!” 

Hector snorted coldly and responded with a fist! 

The two companions behind him were just about to step forward and surround Director Qiu. 

Only before the two of them could make a move. 

A thick and heavy large sword lost its way down, sealing the route of the duo’s thousand gold. 

“Your opponent is me!” 

Ma Bangde said in a slightly testy voice as he carried his greatsword. 

Just as he was pretending to cup, there came a furious scolding from Director Qiu behind him. 

“Ma Bangde, you old six!” 

“I said I’d fight two to one!” 

Ma Bangde didn’t turn around, “With that strength of yours it’s better to save your breath!” 

With that, he once again swung the large knife on his shoulder. 

The sharp, cold aura struck straight towards the two half-step Zongshi in front of him. 
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Lin Mo sensed the surroundings. 

There were no Patriarchs lurking about, and no one on Lawrence’s side could arrive except for the three 

half-step Patriarchs in front of him. 

In such a situation, he was in no hurry and brought his disciples along to evaluate its warring sides. 

It was also excellent to take this opportunity to teach his disciple a little by the way. 

“Disciple see this one holding the big sword!” 

Waiting for Lin Wu Hate to nod his head. 

Only then did Lin Mo continue to explain to. 

“This kind of big open and wide move is fierce in attack, but lacking in agility!” 

“You don’t see his opponents being pressured by him all the time, that’s because they’re too stupid and 

haven’t found the trick.” 

“If it were me I would pull back, use my stance and wear this one down.” 

“Wait for an opportunity to deliver a fatal blow!” 

Lin Wu Hate understood: “Master, disciple understands!” 

Lin Mo did not control his voice when he spoke. 

So it was not only Lin Wu Hate who heard it. 

The two sides that were fighting also heard it clearly. 

Ma Bangde: “？？？？” 

What the hell was this doing to personnel? 

It was obvious that he was the one who was on his side. 

But this Lin Mo even helped the place out with a plan against himself. 

Heart tired! 

As expected! 

The two Half-step Grandmasters who fought with Ma Bangde were at first forced back by his fierce 

swordsmanship. 

At this moment, after hearing Lin Mo’s explanation, the two of them instantly had a cold gaze. 

After quickly pulling their stances apart, the two Half-step Patriarchs suddenly scattered left and right. 

At this time, Ma Bangde could only launch an attack towards one of them. 

In this way, something tragic happened. 

Every time he attacked, the other one struck decisively. 



Ma Bangde’s swordsmanship was indeed a wide open style of play. 

He couldn’t dodge the blow that caught him off guard! 

He could only take a solid blow. 

Ma Bangde staggered a few steps, his face flushed red. 

It was obvious that he was also a half-step Grandmaster, and taking this punch hard was not easy for 

him. 

Taking advantage of this gap, Ma Bangde slowly gave Lin Mo a white glance with resentment. 

“Mr. Lin, well taught!” 

Lin Mo was simply unmoved in the face of this gloomy remark. 

“Hehe! I’m flattered!” 

Ma Bangde was instantly dumbfounded. 

Forget it, it was better not to talk back to Lin Mo. 

Otherwise, instead of being killed by the other party, he would be P*ssed off at his own people. 

With a twist of his greatsword, he once again charged at the two Half-step Patriarchs to kill them. 

It was just that his own destiny had already been fathomed. 

No matter how he attacked, the two Patriarchs both tacitly understood that one would dodge and the 

other would look for an opportunity to attack. 

In less than twenty rounds. 

Ma Bangde’s mouth was already spilling blood from the corners. 

Lin Mo was definitely the first to take credit for this result. 

What was the reason for this? 

A question flashed through Ma Bangde’s mind. 

Having been together for so long, he knew that Lin Mo was sometimes cynical. 

But when it came to business, he could never be so out of touch. 

Now that he had directly pointed out his own fate for his enemy, he must have had an intention. 

But for a while, Ma Bangde could not think of any. 

As he continued to ponder, he slowly began to give up his attack. 

Instead, he took a defensive stance with his sword in hand! 

At the same time, the two patriarchs on the opposite side also stopped their stance together. 



It was also in this short pause of a few seconds. 

A sudden flash of light flashed in Ma Bonder’s mind! 

With his great sword in his hand, he crossed it! 

Slowly, he extended his finger and hooked it towards the other side. 

“You guys!” 

“Come here!” 

Such an inexplicable move directly gave the two Half-step Patriarchs on the opposite side the whole 

won’t. 

After the two looked at each other, they nodded silently. 

Since Ma Bangde had chosen to defend, they would naturally not be polite. 

The two figures were one on the left and one on the right, intending to pincer attack. 

Lin Mo, who was on the side, shook his head with a tiny face when he saw this. 

He didn’t know whether this fellow was really stupid or not. 

He himself had only briefly said a few words, but he didn’t expect this b*****d to realize it. 

 


